
99/176 Q.House Avenue,
Bang Kru Wiang, Bang Kruai,
Nonthaburi 11130



24th January 2022

Architects 49 Limited
81 Soi Sukhumvit 26,
Khlong Tan, Khlong Toei,
Bangkok 10110

Dear Architects 49 Limited,

I am writing to submit my application for the Junior Architect position at A49. As a recent graduate from the

Architectural Association, I am excited for the chance to be a part of your team. Having delivered a series
of successful projects on domesticity, site-specific cultural spaces and virtual reality as a part of my degree;
all of which were designs led by detail, civic ambition and material sensibilities, I believe my vision will
make me a great fit for the role at your firm.

With experience in Palmer & Turner (Thailand) I had the opportunity to be a part of the core design team in

a long term commercial high rise project as well as assisting other teams and collaborating with engineers.
I was highly involved with tendering stages of the project as well as construction drawings, translations and
supplier meetings amongst others. I am proficient in Rhinoceros 6, AutoCAD as well as UnrealEngine4.
Working with different casting techniques, wood and metal works are also skills I am accustomed to, all of
which constantly are used as a design technique throughout my different projects.

As an architect, I have been interested in the tension between the exterior & the interior, the positive & the

negative and the delicate line that divides them. How materiality, design and timescale can benefit the
community as a whole has been a big part of my developing projects. As a part of my technical studies, I
have worked with how light affects a dwelling to develop a Passivhaus system for an urban planning
boutique village project as well as how light and colour affect architecture and how we may perceive
education in the virtual reality realm.

Architects 49 designs with great sensibility and specificity for each project which greatly aligns with my

beliefs. I believe that a well-rounded project does not only constitute a beautiful outcome but with intention
and consideration towards the context, material and process too. I am particularly interested in your project
“Velaa (Sindhorn Village)” and its take on the design of light wells to create a fluid intervention of nature
into the functional spaces. It would be an honour for me to further develop my further architectural career
with you.

I am able to start immediately and am fluent in both Thai (mother tongue) and English. My salary is

negotiable.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my application. I firmly believe that our alignment in architectural

beliefs and design values will make me a great fit for the role. I’d love to speak with you more about this
opportunity at your earliest convenience and I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

Sarochinee Wongchotsathit
opbebe@gmail.com
087 811 3500

http://www.a49.com/Contact#map-1
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